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FOREWORD

SOME three or four years ago Jon Corbino had
his first introduction to New York through a

modest little exhibition at the Contemporary Arts
Gallery. His work there confined itself to more or
less literal interpretations of the landscape about
his studio in Rockport. About the best that could
be said of it was that it showed distinct signs of
promise, particularly in the warm rich color which,
even then, marked a real departure from the pre-
vailing younger contemporary point of view.

Since that exhibition, he has developed rapidly
and consistently. Not only has his color fulfilled its
early promise, but a strength has come that sets him
distitacty apar . -:This is: dau both to his mnainet :of
pai'ling And, more especially, to his -hiicei iof mae-
rial. His is the- crative mind at work. His subjects
are impressiots gleaned -and developed from inci-
dents that have come to hinm from many sources.
Unbound by lteai- transeriptions; he is able to give
full play to an active imagination. He is concerned
with his subject, but he is equally concerned that
the subject be presented after thorough deliberation
as to how it may best be expressed in color and
design. As a designer and colorist he follows a dis-
tinguished tradition derived, no doubt, in some
measure from his Italian forebears.

The award to him last year of one of the coveted
Guggenheim Scholarships, followed by an invitation
to exhibit at the International Exhibition at Car-
negie Institute and a prize at the recent Exhibition
at the Chicago Art Institute, have all been incentives
to which he has readily responded. We are glad of
this opportunity to show the results to our public.
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